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Abstract

Basic narrowing is a restricted form of narrowing which constrains
narrowing steps to a set of unblocked (or basic) positions. In this work,
we study the modularity of termination of basic narrowing in hierarchical
combinations of TRSs, which provides new algorithmic criteria to prove
termination of basic narrowing. Basic narrowing has a number of impor-
tant applications including equational unification in canonical theories.
Another application is analyzing termination of narrowing by checking
the termination of basic narrowing, as done in pioneering work by Hullot.
As a particularly interesting application, we consider solving equations
modulo a theory that is given by a TRS, and then distill a number of
modularity results for the decidability of equational unification via the
modularity of basic narrowing (completeness and) termination.

1 Introduction

Narrowing [18] is a generalization of term rewriting that allows free variables
in terms (as in logic programming) and replaces pattern matching by syntac-
tic unification. Narrowing has received much attention due to the many im-
portant applications, such as automated proofs of termination [7], execution
of functional–logic programming languages [27, 21], symbolic reachability [28],
verification of cryptographic protocols [15, 16], equational unification [24], equa-
tional constraint solving [4, 5], partial evaluation [6], and model checking [17],
among others. Termination of narrowing is of great interest to these applica-
tions.

Narrowing was originally introduced as a mechanism for solving equational
unification problems [24]; hence, termination results for narrowing have been
traditionally achieved as a by–product of addressing the decidability of equa-
tional unification. Basic narrowing [24] is a refinement of narrowing that re-
stricts narrowing steps to a set of unblocked (or basic) positions and is still
complete for equational unification in canonical TRSs, i.e., terminating and
confluent TRSs. Termination of basic narrowing was first studied by Hullot
in [24], where an erroneous termination result for narrowing was enunciated,
namely the termination of all narrowing derivations in canonical theories when
all basic narrowing derivations issuing from the right–hand sides (rhs’s) of the
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rules terminate. This result was implicitly corrected in [25], downgrading it to
the more limited result of basic narrowing termination (instead of ordinary nar-
rowing) whenever basic narrowing terminates for the rhs’s of the rules. In [3],
we proved that the missing condition to recover narrowing termination in [24]
is to require that the TRS satisfies Réty’s maximal commutation condition [38]
for narrowing sequences, and we explicitly dropped the superfluous requirement
of canonicity from the termination result of [24], as some cognoscenti tacitly do.
By using this repaired result, we also distilled in [3] a syntactic characterization
of TRSs where termination of basic narrowing implies termination of narrow-
ing, namely right-linear TRSs that are either left-linear or regular and where
narrowing computes only normalized substitutions. This includes some popular
classes of TRSs, which also includes linear constructor systems.

The original motivation for our work was to prove the termination of narrow-
ing via the termination of basic narrowing, modularly, for non-trivial subclasses
of the TRSs stated above. In this paper, we ascertain several criteria for modular
termination of basic narrowing in hierarchical combinations of TRSs, including
generalized proper extensions with a shared subsystem and a novel generaliza-
tion of this class called (generalized) relaxed proper extensions. We assume a
standard notion of modularity, where a property ϕ of a TRS is called modular
if, whenever R1 and R2 satisfy ϕ, then their combination R1∪R2 also satisfies
ϕ. Our modularity results for basic narrowing rely on a novel commutation re-
sult for basic narrowing sequences, which we have not identified in the previous
related literature.

Relying on the above results for the modular termination of basic narrow-
ing, the aim of this article is to provide new classes of TRSs where equational
unification is decidable. As far as we know, [35] proves the only previous mod-
ularity result for the decidability of equational unification (via termination of
narrowing) in canonical TRSs. However, this result does not imply the mod-
ularity of narrowing termination for a particular class of TRSs but rather the
possibility to define a terminating, modular narrowing procedure. The result
in [35] is as follows: given a canonical TRS R = R1 ∪ R2 such that narrowing
terminates for R1 and R2 and R↓⊆ R1↓R2↓ (i.e. the normalization with R
can be obtained by first normalizing with R1 followed by a normalization with
R2), there is a terminating and complete, modular narrowing strategy for R.
Any complete strategy can be used within the modular procedure given in [35],
including the basic narrowing strategy.

Structure of the paper

After some preliminaries in Section 2, Section 3 introduces basic narrowing,
analyzes its termination properties, and provides a novel commutation result
for basic narrowing derivations. Section 4 recalls some standard notions from
the modularity of rewriting, and then studies the modularity of basic narrowing
termination in the standard classes of modular combinations of TRSs. We
demonstrate that termination of basic narrowing is highly modular in some
of these classes, including disjoint unions, constructor–sharing unions and the
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unions of composable systems. The restriction to basic narrowing is of key
importance for these results, which do not carry out to unrestricted narrowing.
Modularity of basic narrowing termination in hierarchical combinations of TRSs
is studied in Section 5. Our most general result for the modularity of basic
narrowing termination is proved for the novel class of (generalized) relaxed proper
extensions. Section 6 discusses the combination of TRSs where basic narrowing
terminates and is complete, and also ascertains the conditions guaranteeing the
decidability of equational unification via basic narrowing in the combination of
the considered TRSs. We conclude in Section 7.

This article is a significantly extended and revised version of [1]. In particu-
lar, all the content of Section 6 is new. The article also contains the full proofs
of all the results, not included in [1].

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly recall the essential notions and terminology of term
rewriting [12, 33, 41].
V denotes a countably infinite set of variables, and Σ denotes a set of function

symbols, or signature, each of which has a fixed associated arity. Terms are
viewed as labelled trees in the usual way, where T (Σ,V) and T (Σ) denote
the non-ground term algebra and the ground algebra built on Σ ∪ V and Σ,
respectively. Positions are defined as sequences of positive natural numbers
used to address subterms of a term, with ε as the root (or top) position (i.e.,
the empty sequence). Concatenation of positions p and q is denoted by p.q,
and p < q is the usual prefix ordering. The concatenation of a position p and
a set of positions P is p.P = {p.q | q ∈ P}. Two positions p, q are disjoint,
denoted by p ‖ q, if neither p < q, p > q, nor p = q. Given S ⊆ Σ ∪ V, PosS(t)
denotes the set of positions of a term t that are rooted by function symbols or
variables in S. Pos{f}(t) with f ∈ Σ∪V will be simply denoted by Posf (t), and
PosΣ∪V(t) will be simply denoted by Pos(t). t|p is the subterm at the position
p of t. t[s]p is the term t with the subterm at the position p replaced with term
s. By Var(s), we denote the set of variables occurring in the syntactic object
s. By x̄, we denote a tuple of pairwise distinct variables. A fresh variable is a
variable that appears nowhere else. A linear term is one where every variable
occurs only once.

A substitution σ is a mapping from the set of variables V into the set of terms
T (Σ,V), with a finite domain D(σ) and image I(σ). A substitution is repre-
sented as {x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn} for variables x1, . . . , xn and terms t1, . . . , tn. The
application of substitution θ to term t is denoted by tθ, using postfix notation.
Composition of substitutions is denoted by juxtaposition, i.e., the substitution
σθ denotes (θ ◦ σ). We write θ|̀Var(s) to denote the restriction of the substitu-
tion θ to the set of variables in s; by abuse of notation, we often simply write
θ|̀s. Given a term t, we write θ = ν [t] for θ|̀Var(t) = ν|̀Var(t), i.e., ∀x ∈ Var(t),
xθ = xν. A substitution θ is more general than σ, denoted by θ ≤ σ, if there is
a substitution γ such that θγ = σ. A unifier of terms s and t is a substitution
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ϑ such that sϑ = tϑ. The most general unifier of terms s and t, denoted by
mgu(s, t), is a unifier θ such that for any other unifier θ′, θ ≤ θ′.

A term rewriting system (TRS) R is a pair (Σ, R), where R is a finite
set of rewrite rules of the form l → r such that l, r ∈ T (Σ,V), l 6∈ V, and
Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). We will often write just R or (Σ, R) instead of R = (Σ, R).
Given a TRS R = (Σ, R), the signature Σ is often partitioned into two disjoint
sets Σ = C ]D, where D = {f | f(t1, . . . , tn)→ r ∈ R} and C = Σ \D. Symbols
in C are called constructors, and symbols in D are called defined functions. The
elements of T (C,V) are called constructor terms. We let Def(R) denote the set
of defined symbols in R.

A rewrite step is the application of a rewrite rule to an expression. A term

s ∈ T (Σ,V) rewrites to a term t ∈ T (Σ,V), denoted by s
p→R,σ t, if there exist

p ∈ PosΣ(s), l → r ∈ R, and substitution σ such that s|p = lσ and t = s[rσ]p.
When no confusion can arise, we omit the subscript in →R . We also omit the
reduced position p when it is not relevant. A term s is a normal form w.r.t.
the relation →R (or simply a normal form), if there is no term t such that
s→R t. A term is a reducible expression or redex if it is an instance of the left
hand side of a rule in R. A term s is a head normal form if there are no terms
t, t′s.t. s→∗R t′

ε→R t.
A TRS R is (→)-terminating (also called terminating, strongly normalizing,

or noetherian) if there are no infinite reduction sequences t1 →R t2 →R . . ..
A TRS R is weakly normalizing if every term has a normal form that can be
reached by a finite rewriting sequence. A TRS R is confluent if, whenever
t →∗R s1 and t →∗R s2, there exists a term w s.t. s1 →∗R w and s2 →∗R w. A
confluent and terminating TRS is called canonical1. In canonical TRS’s, each
term has one (and only one) normal form.

Two (possibly renamed) rules l → r and l′ → r′ overlap if there is p ∈
PosΣ(l) and substitution σ such that l|pσ = l′σ. The pair 〈lσ[r′σ]p, rσ〉 is
called a critical pair ; it is called an overlay if p = ε. A critical pair 〈t, s〉 is
trivial if t = s. A TRS whose critical pairs are overlays is called an overlay
TRS. A left-linear TRS whose critical pairs are trivial overlays is called almost
orthogonal.

Narrowing is a symbolic computation mechanism that generalizes rewriting
by replacing pattern matching with syntactic unification. Many redundancies
in the narrowing algorithm can be eliminated by restricting narrowing steps to
a distinguished set of basic positions, which was proposed by Hullot in [24].

3 Basic Narrowing and a Novel Commutation
Result

Basic narrowing is a restriction of narrowing introduced by Hullot [24] which
is essentially based on forbidding narrowing steps on terms brought in by in-
stantiation. We use the definition of basic narrowing given in [22], where the

1Canonical TRS’s are sometimes called complete [29].
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expression to be narrowed is split into a skeleton t and an environment part θ,
i.e., 〈t, θ〉. The environment part keeps track of the accumulated substitution
so that, at each step, substitutions are composed in the environment part, but
are not applied to the expression in the skeleton part, as opposed to ordinary
narrowing. For TRS R, l → r << R denotes that l → r is a fresh variant of a
rule in R, i.e., all the variables are fresh.

Definition 1 (Basic narrowing) [22] Given a term s ∈ T (Σ,V) and a sub-

stitution σ, a basic narrowing step for 〈s, σ〉 is defined by 〈s, σ〉 b
;p,R,θ 〈t, σ′〉

if there exist p ∈ PosΣ(s), l → r << R, and substitution θ such that θ =
mgu(s|pσ, l), t = (s[r]p), and σ′ = σθ.

Along a basic narrowing derivation, the set of basic occurrences of each
term tθ occurring in the sequence (given by 〈t, θ〉) is PosΣ(t), and the non–
basic occurrences are PosΣ(tθ) − PosΣ(t). When p is not relevant, we simply

denote the basic narrowing relation by
b
;R,θ. By abuse of notation, we also

often relax the skeleton-environment notation for basic narrowing steps, i.e.,

〈s, σ〉 b
;R,θ 〈t, σ′〉, and use the more compact notation sσ

b
;R,θ tσθ instead,

but then a suitable track of the basic positions along the narrowing sequences
is implicitly done.

We say that R is (
b
;)-terminating (or that basic narrowing terminates in R)

when every basic narrowing derivation issuing from any term terminates. All
modular termination results in this paper are based on the following termination
result for basic narrowing that we developed in [3]. It is essentially Hullot’s basic
narrowing termination result, but we have explicitly dropped the superfluous
requirement of canonicity.

Theorem 1 (Termination of Basic Narrowing) [24, 3] Let R be a TRS.
If for every l→ r ∈ R, all basic narrowing derivations issuing from r terminate,
then basic narrowing is terminating in R.

Hullot’s termination result provides a semi-decidable criteria for (
b
;)-termination

by just executing the rhs’s of the rules. In the literature, the original criterion
that all basic narrowing derivations issuing from the rhs’s of rules terminate has
been approximated by two different sufficient syntactic conditions: every rhs
of a rewrite rule is either (i) a constructor term [24] (e.g. a variable) or (ii) a
ground term (provided that R is (→)-terminating) [13]. The condition that all
basic narrowing derivations issuing from the rhs’s of rules terminate has been
generalized in [3] to the requirement that the rhs’s of the rewrite rules ares rigid
normal forms (rnf), i.e., unnarrowable.

The following well-known example shows a mildly surprising fact: (
b
;)-

termination does not entail (→)-termination.

Example 1 Let us consider the reference example by Toyama [42] that shows
the non-modularity of (→)-termination for disjoint unions (see [33]):

R0 : f(0, 1, x)→ f(x, x, x) R1 : g(x, y)→ x g(x, y)→ y
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Both, R0 and R1 are (→)terminating, whereas the system R = R0 ∪R1 is not
(→)-terminating as witnessed by f(0, 1, g(0, 1))→R f(g(0, 1), g(0, 1), g(0, 1))→∗R
f(0, 1, g(0, 1)) →R . . .. Regarding basic narrowing both, R0 and R1 are (

b
;)-

terminating since every rhs is unnarrowable, and trivially R is also (
b
;)-terminating,

since the right hand sides are still unnarrowable in the disjoint union R0 ∪R1.

Nevertheless, note that the system R = R0∪R1 is2 strongly innermost nor-
malizing (SIN), i.e., every innermost3 rewriting sequence is finite. Actually, by
formalizing the idea that every innermost rewriting sequence is a basic sequence

[25, 29, 44], we are able to prove that (
b
;)-termination entails termination of

innermost rewriting, even if does not entail (→)-termination. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that this result is explicit (and exploited) in a
formal publication.

In order to formalize this proof, we find it convenient to recall the original
definition of basic narrowing by Hullot [24] that is based on tracking sets of
positions that are enabled for narrowing.

Definition 2 (Basic Narrowing Derivations) [24] Let

t1
p1
;σ1,l1→r1 t2

p2
;σ2,l2→r2 · · ·

pn
;σn,ln→rn tn+1

be a narrowing derivation. We inductively define sets of positions B1, · · · , Bn
as follows:

B1 = PosΣ(t1)
Bi+1 = (Bi − {q ∈ Bi | pi ≤ q}) ∪ {pi.q | q ∈ PosΣ(ri)}

Positions in Bi are called basic positions and positions in PosΣ(ti) − Bi are
called non-basic (1 ≤ i ≤ n). We say that the above narrowing derivation is
basic if pi ∈ Bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We also provide an auxiliary notion of basic rewriting sequences based on
the basic positions of the previous definition.

Definition 3 (Basic Rewriting Derivations) Given a rewrite derivation

t1
p1→l1→r1,ρ1 t2

p2→l2→r2,ρ2 · · ·
pn→ln→rn,ρn tn+1

we say it is based on a set of positionsB (or simply called basic), with B1, B2, . . . , Bn
defined as in Definition 2, if B = B1, and pi ∈ Bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Note that each basic rewriting sequence is a basic narrowing derivation. We
can prove the result that innermost rewriting sequences are basic.

2Its innermost dependency graph contains no cycles and the results in [7] apply directly.
3A reduction step t ⇒p t′ at position p is called innermost if no strict subterm of t|p is

reducible by ⇒
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Proposition 1 [25] Let R be a TRS. Any innermost rewriting sequence starting
from a term tσ is based on PosΣ(t).

Now it is immediate to derive the result that termination of basic narrowing
entails termination of innermost rewriting (SIN), which will be used for proving
our results in Section 6.

Proposition 2 Termination of basic narrowing implies strong innermost nor-
malization.

Proof. By contradiction. Suppose there exists R that is (
b
;)-terminating

but there is an infinite innermost rewriting sequence in R. However, since this
sequence is a basic narrowing derivation, this contradicts the initial assumption

of R being (
b
;)-terminating. �

The rest of this section is devoted to study the commutation properties
of basic narrowing derivations, which are essential for proving the modularity
of basic narrowing termination in Section 5.2. The commutation of ordinary
narrowing derivations was extensively studied by Rety in [38] and we follow the
same style here. In the following, we consider basic narrowing derivations of the
form

s
b
;p,g→d,σ t

b
;q,l→r,θ u

b
; . . . (1)

and we are interested in the conditions that allow us to commute the first two
steps by first applying to s the rule l → r and then the rule g → d to the
resulting term. If the subterm t|q already exists in s, i.e., if q admits at least
one antecedent in s, the idea essentially consists in applying l → r to all the
antecedents of q, and then applying g → d to the resulting term. Let us give an
example for motivation.

Example 2 [38] Let us consider the following TRS R:

R =

{
f(x, x) → x (r1)

g(x, h(x)) → x (r2)

and the following basic narrowing derivation, where p = 1 and q = 2:

〈h(f(0, x), g(x, y)), {}〉 b
;p,r1,{x/0} 〈h(x, g(x, y)), {x/0}〉
b
;q,r2,{y/h(0)} 〈h(x, x), {x/0, y/h(0)}〉.

The occurrences p and q are disjoint, therefore q has an antecedent in s at
q0 = 2. By first applying r2 at q0, and then r1 at p we get:

〈h(f(0, x), g(x, y)), {}〉 b
;q0,r2,{y/h(x)} 〈h(f(0, x), x), {y/h(x)}〉
b
;p,r1,{x/0} 〈h(x, x), {y/h(0), x/0}〉
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Let us recall the notion of antecedent of a position in a rewriting sequence
[38].

Definition 4 (Antecedent of a Position) [38] Let t
p→l→r t

′ be a rewriting
step, v ∈ Pos(t), and v′ ∈ Pos(t′). We say position v is an antecedent of v′ iff
either

1. v ‖ p, i.e., v and p are disjoint, and v = v′, or

2. there exists an occurrence u′ ∈ Pos(r) of a variable x in r s.t. v′ = p.u′.w
and v = p.u.w, where u ∈ Pos(l) is an occurrence of x in l.

With the notations of the previous definition, we have:

1. t|v = t′|v′ ,

2. v′ may have no antecedent if v′ = p.u′ with u′ ∈ PosΣ(r), or if v′ < p,

This notion extends to a rewrite sequence by transitive closure of the rewrit-
ing relation in the usual way. The notion of antecedent can also be extended to
narrowing sequences as follows.

Definition 5 (Narrowing Antecedent of a Position) [38] Let t
b
;∗R,σ t′,

v ∈ Pos(t), and v′ ∈ Pos(t′). We say v is a narrowing antecedent of v′ iff v is
an antecedent of v′ in the rewrite sequence tσ →∗R t′.

Note that if v is an antecedent of v′ in the narrowing sequence above, then
t|vσ = t′|v′ .

The following result establishes that, in a basic narrowing derivation, the
antecedent of a position is always in the skeleton, and case 2 of Definition 4
cannot happen.

Lemma 1 Given a basic narrowing derivation t
b
;p,l→r,σ t

′ b
;q′,g→d,θ u, and

q ∈ Pos(t), if q is an antecedent of q′, then q and p are necessarily disjoint, q′

is in the skeleton part of t′, and q = q′.

Proof. Suppose that q and p are not disjoint, then we are in case 2 of Defi-
nition 4, and q′ = p.u′.w for some u ∈ Posx(r). But this means q′ is in the
environment, and hence the narrowing derivation is not basic, which contradicts
the initial assumption. �

Now we show that basic narrowing steps can be commuted under ascertained
conditions. This result is the basis for the modularity results of Section 5.2.

Proposition 3 (Commutation of Basic Narrowing) Every basic narrow-
ing derivation of the form

t
b
;p,g→d,σ1

(t[d]p)σ1
b
;q,l→r,σ2

u (2)
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where q admits an antecedent in t, i.e., p and q are disjoint positions, can be
commuted to an equivalent basic narrowing derivation:

t
b
;q,l→r,σ3

(t[r]q)σ3
b
;p,g→d,σ4

u (3)

and σ1σ2 = σ3σ4.

Proof. The following proof is an adaptation of the proof found in [30, Lemma 26].
It is useful to make explicit here the skeleton-environment formulation of the

derivations involved:

〈s, θ〉 b
;p,g→d,σ1

〈s[d]p, θσ1〉
b
;q,l→r,σ2

〈s[d]p[r]q, θσ1σ2〉 (2)

〈s, θ〉 b
;q,l→r,σ3

〈s[r]q, θσ3〉
b
;p,g→d,σ4

〈s[r]q[d]p, θσ3σ4〉 (3)

where t = sθ and u = (s[d]p[r]q)θσ1σ2 = (s[d]p[r]q)θσ3σ4. Note that positions
q and p come from the skeleton.

We need to prove that σ3 and σ4 exist and that σ1σ2 = σ3σ4. Existence of
σ3 follows from the fact that t|q and l are unifiable.

t|qσ1σ2 = tσ1|q σ2 = (t[d]p)σ1|q σ2 = lσ2 = lσ1σ2

Note that the second step in (2) uses the fact that p and q are disjoint positions;
the first step formulation in (3) follows from (2); and the last step uses the fact
that l is the lhs of a fresh variant of a rule, and hence Var(l) ∩Dom(σ1) = ∅.

So t|q and l are unifiable; let σ3 be an idempotent most general unifier of these
two terms. By definition, σ3 ≤ σ1σ2 and there exists ρ such that σ3ρ = σ1σ2.
We show now that the terms t[r]qσ3|p and g are unifiable.

(t[r]q)σ3|p ρ = (t[r]q|p) σ3ρ = (t[r]q|p) σ1σ2 = gσ1σ2 = gσ3ρ = gρ

In (3), the second step formulation takes advantage of the fact that Var(g) ∩
Dom(σ3) = ∅. To see why, consider that g is a fresh variant and Dom(σ3) ⊆
Var(t|q) ∪Var(l).

By analogous reasoning, since (t[r]q)σ3|p and g are unifiable let δ be an
idempotent most general unifier, δ ≤ ρ. It follows that σ3δ ≤ σ3ρ and hence
σ3δ ≤ σ1σ2. It should also be clear that σ3δ is a unifier of t|p and g, using the
fact that Var(g) ∩Dom(σ3) = ∅ since Dom(sigma3) ⊆ Var(t|p) ∪Var(l).

t|pσ3δ = (t[r]q|p)σ3δ = (t[r]q)σ3|p δ = gδ = gσ3δ

Because σ1 is a most general unifier for these two terms, σ1 ≤ σ3δ, and
there is a substitution ρ2 such that σ1ρ2 = σ3δ. By considering that Var(l) ∩
Dom(σ1) = ∅, we conclude

(t[d]q)σ1|p ρ2 = (t[d]q|p)σ1ρ2 = (t[d]q|p)σ3δ = lσ3δ = lσ1ρ2 = lρ2

Now, since σ2 is an idempotent most general unifier of (t[d]q)σ1|p and l, it
follows that σ2 ≤ ρ2, and therefore σ1σ2 ≤ σ1ρ2 = σ3δ. But we also have
σ3δ ≤ σ1σ2, therefore there is a variable renaming τ such that σ1σ2 = σ3δτ .
Now define σ4 = δτ ; σ4 is still a most general unifier of (t[r]q)σ3|p and g as
required, because most general unifiers are closed under variable renaming [26,
Corollary 9]. Hence σ1σ2 = σ3σ4, which concludes the proof. �
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4 Modularity of Basic Narrowing Termination

In this section we recall the standard classes of modular combinations of TRSs,
and discuss the standard notion of Cε-termination that we lift to basic narrowing.
Then we present the first set of results about the modularity of basic narrowing
termination, including only those combinations in which termination is always
modular. We discuss the combinations in which modularity requires additional
restrictions in Section 5.

The following classes of combinations are standard in the literature. Note
that we sometimes use the word “union” to denote a combination of two TRSs
(sometimes simply called systems). In the case of a hierarchical combination, we
sometimes write “an extension system” to denote the combination of two TRSs
without clarifying which is the base and which is the extension. We sometimes
write (D]D′ ]C, R) to denote a TRS where C is the set of constructor symbols
and D ] D′ is the set of defined symbols such that D and D′ are disjoint. We
borrow the presentation from [33].

disjoint R0 = (Σ0, R0) and R1 = (Σ1, R1) are disjoint if they do not share
symbols, i.e., Σ0 ∩ Σ1 = ∅. Their union, called direct sum, is denoted
R = R0 ]R1.

constructor sharing (D0 ] C0, R0) and (D1 ] C1, R1) are constructor sharing
if they do not share defined symbols, i.e., D0 ∩ D1 = ∅.

composable Two systems (D0 ] Dsh ] C0, R0) and (D1 ] Dsh ] C1, R1) are
composable if D0 ∩ D1 = D0 ∩ C1 = D1 ∩ C0 = ∅ and both systems
share all the rewrite rules that define every shared defined symbol, i.e.,
Rsh ⊆ R0 ∩R1 where Rsh = {l→ r ∈ R0 ∪R1 | root(l) ∈ Dsh}.

hierarchical combination A system R = R0 ∪R1 is the hierarchical combi-
nation (HC) of a base system R0 = (D0]C0, R0) and an extension system
R1 = (D1 ] C1, R1) iff D0 ∩ D1 = ∅ and C0 ∩ D1 = ∅.

generalized hierarchical combination A system R = R0 ∪ R1 is the gen-
eralized hierarchical combination (GHC) of a base system R0 = (D0 ]
Dsh ] C0, R0) and an extension R1 = (D1 ] Dsh ] C1, R1) with a shared
subsystem (F , Rsh) iff D0 ∩D1 = ∅, C0 ∩D1 = ∅, Rsh = R0 ∩R1 = {l→
r ∈ R0 ∪R1 | root(l) ∈ Dsh}, and F = {f ∈ F | f occurs in Rsh}.

Figure 1 shows diagramatic renditions of the definitions introduced above. Roughly
speaking, in a hierarchical combination R = R0 ∪R1 the sets of function sym-
bols defined in R0 and R1 are disjoint, and the defined function symbols of
the base (R0) can occur in rules of the extension, but not viceversa. Note
that constructor sharing unions generalize disjoint unions, and are themselves
generalized by both composable unions and HCs. Finally, these last two combi-
nations are subsumed by GHCs. These relations of subsumption are illustrated
in Figure 2.

The following example borrowed from [33] illustrates these notions.

10
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Figure 1: Standard modular combinations
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Constructor-Sharing Unions

Disjoint Unions

Figure 2: Modular combinations

Example 3 Consider the following TRSs:

R+ =

{
0 + y → y

s(x) + y → s(x+ y)

R− =

 0− s(y) → 0

x− 0 → x
s(x)− s(y) → x− y

R∗ =

{
0 ∗ y → 0

s(x) ∗ y → (x ∗ y) + y

Rpow =

{
pow(x, 0) → s(0)

pow(x, s(y)) → x ∗ pow(x, y)

Rapp =

{
nil++ys → ys

(x : xs)++ys → x : (xs++ys)

11



R+ and Rapp are disjoint, R+ and R− are constructor–sharing, R+ ∪ R∗ is
composable with R+∪Rapp, and R∗∪R+ is a HC where R∗ extends R+. Lastly,
the system R1 = Rpow ∪ R+ extends R0 = R∗ ∪ R+ in a GHC with a shared
subsystem Rsh = R+.

As noted by [36], this classification of combinations of TRSs is straightfor-
wardly applicable to programming languages and incremental program develop-
ment. The modularity results of direct–sums can be used when two subsystems
are defined over different domains, e.g. the natural numbers and the Boolean
domain. The modularity results of constructor sharing unions can be used when
two subsystems define independent functions (none of the two systems use the
procedures defined in the other) over a common domain. HCs model the notion
of modules in programming languages. In this context, modular termination
proofs can pave the way towards applying standard termination analyses and
tools to real–life languages since this offers a means to connect termination prob-
lems in programming languages to lower-level, rewriting-based solutions. Ac-
tually, for proving termination of programs of real-life programming languages
supporting a wide range of programming and software development features,
termination problems are often step-by-step transformed into “simpler” ones,
and then finally translated by rewriting-based termination tools into constraint-
solving problems of a given logic which can be handled by standard solvers (see
[14, 19]).

In the rest of this section, we show that the (
b
;)-termination is modular

for disjoint unions, constructor–sharing unions, and the union of composable
systems.

We start the discussion by extending to basic narrowing the standard notion
of Cε-termination and proving that Cε-termination of basic narrowing is implied

by (
b
;)-termination.

4.1 Cε-termination

The notion of Cε-termination is used in the literature for proving termination
of rewriting in a modular way [33]. A popular proof technique is essentially
based on finding sufficient conditions for the modularity of the more restrictive
Cε-termination property, which is a sufficient condition for the modularity of
(→)-termination.

Definition 6 (Cε-termination) [33] A TRS R is called Cε-terminating if the
collapsing extended TRS R ] Cε, where Cε = {Cons(x, y) → x, Cons(x, y) →
y}, is terminating, where Cons is a fresh function symbol not occurring in the
signature of R.

This definition can be lifted in the obvious way to (basic) narrowing termination

of R ] Cε, which we call Cε-(
b
;)-termination. The following consequence of

Theorem 1 is interesting.

12



Proposition 4 (Cε-termination of Basic Narrowing) Let R be a TRS. R
is (

b
;)-terminating if and only if the TRS R ] Cε is (

b
;)-terminating.

Proof. Immediate by Theorem 1 because the rhs’s of the rules in Cε satisfy the
termination condition for basic narrowing derivations of Theorem 1 and Cons is
a fresh function symbol. �

In contrast, a similar property does not hold for rewriting, but only for inner-
most rewriting (see [33]). That is, Cε-termination is a sufficient condition for

(→)-termination, whereas innermost Cε-termination (resp. Cε-(
b
;)-termination)

is a sufficient and necessary condition for SIN (resp. (
b
;)-termination). This

means that both (
b
;)-termination and SIN are unaffected by non deterministic

collapses produced by sets of rules like the ones for cons in Example 1. As a
result, SIN is much more modular than (→)-termination and, as we will see in

the following sections, (
b
;)-termination is at least as modular as SIN.

4.2 Disjoint and Constructor–sharing Unions

We start by showing that (
b
;)-termination is modular in constructor–sharing

unions, a result easily derivable from Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 (Modularity of Constructor–sharing Unions) Termination of
basic narrowing is a modular property for the union of constructor–sharing sys-
tems.

Proof. Let R = R0∪R1 be a constructor-sharing union of two (
b
;)-terminating

TRSs. We need to prove that any basic narrowing derivation issuing from every
right hand side in R is finite. Every derivation stemming from the right–hand
side of a rule of R0 only uses rules from R0 (there is no redex w.r.t. R1), and

then such derivations are finite by hypothesis, since R0 is (
b
;)-terminating. The

same argument applies to the right–hand sides of the rules of R1. Finally, by
Theorem 1, the conclusion follows. �

Obviously, modularity of (
b
;)-termination for constructor–sharing unions im-

plies modularity for disjoint unions as well. Example 1 illustrates this.

Corollary 1 (Modularity of Disjoint Unions) Termination of basic nar-
rowing is a modular property for the union of disjoint systems.

A comment on the modularity of unrestricted narrowing We note that
a similar result does not hold for unrestricted narrowing in disjoint unions. As an
easy counterexample, let us consider again Example 1. Narrowing terminates
in each system in the example4. However, narrowing does not terminate in

4By using [3] we can prove termination in R0 since the rhs is (strongly) non–narrowable,
or using the terminology of [3], is a strongly rigid normal form (srnf), and the system is srnf–
based, that is, the arguments of the lhs’s are srnf’s too. And by [2] narrowing terminates in
R1 since its estimated dependency graph contains no cycles.

13



the union R = R0 ∪ R1, since R is not (→)-terminating and every rewriting
derivation in R is also a narrowing derivation in R.

4.3 Composable unions

Composable unions generalize constructor–sharing unions in that the two sys-
tems are allowed to have a set Dsh of shared defined symbols and the rules Rsh
defining them are all included in both systems. A consequence of this is that
the rules in Rsh cannot contain calls to functions defined out of Rsh.

Lemma 2 Let (D0 ]Dsh ] C0, R0) and (D1 ]Dsh ] C1, R1) be two composable
systems with a shared system Rsh = {l → r ∈ R0 ∪ R1 | root(l) ∈ Dsh}. Then
no right–hand side of a rule in Rsh contains a function symbol in D0 ∪ D1.

Proof. Let us assume that there is a rule in Rsh whose right hand side contains
a function symbol f ∈ Di where i ∈ {0, 1}. f cannot be a defined symbol in
the other system D1−i, since by definition D0 ∩ D1 = ∅. This implies that f
must be a constructor symbol in the other system, i.e., f ∈ C1−i. But also by
definition this is not allowed, as D0 ∩ C1 = D1 ∩ C0 = ∅. Then f must be a
shared symbol, f ∈ Dsh, which contradicts the initial assumption. �

The next theorem extends the modularity of (
b
;)-termination to composable

systems.

Theorem 3 (Modularity of Composable Unions) Termination of basic nar-
rowing is a modular property of composable systems.

Proof. Let R = R0 ∪ R1 be the union of two composable, (
b
;)-terminating

TRSs. We can partition the rules in R in the following disjoint sets:

Rsh = R0 ∩R1

R′0 = R0 \ Rsh
R′1 = R1 \ Rsh

Basic narrowing derivations issuing from the right–hand sides of the rules in
R′0 or R′1 terminate by an argument analog to the one used in the proof of
Theorem 2. By Lemma 2, derivations issuing from the right–hand sides of Rsh
include no redex w.r.t. either R′0 or R′1. Because basic narrowing does never
reduce any redex occurring at a non–basic position (i.e. in the environment
part of the tuple representation), these derivations must also terminate. By
Theorem 1, the conclusion follows. �
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5 Modularity in Hierarchical Combinations

So far we have seen that (
b
;)-termination is modular without additional condi-

tions for the unions of disjoint systems, constructor-sharing systems and com-
posable systems. For the class of (generalized) hierarchical combinations how-

ever, (
b
;)-termination is not modular in general, but only under some restric-

tions. In this section we prove that modularity holds for the novel class of
generalized relaxed proper extensions (GRPE). Proper extensions (PE) are a
restriction of hierarchical combinations introduced by Krishna Rao in [36] in or-
der to model the modularity of SIN, although they have proved useful in other
contexts too, see [33] for an extensive survey. Generalized proper extensions
(GPE) extend proper extensions to two systems with a shared subsystem. Gen-
eralized relaxed proper extensions are less restrictive on the right hand sides
than generalized proper extensions.

In order to prove modularity in the class of generalized relaxed proper ex-
tensions we adapt a succesful proof scheme introduced by Krishna Rao in [36]
to study modularity of innermost termination. This scheme is based on modu-
larly decomposing a proper extension into a number of layered nice extensions,
a class of hierarchical combinations smaller than proper extensions. Nice ex-
tensions are appealing because modularity results that hold in this class can
be lifted to proper extensions by means of a suitable modular argument. In-
formally, modularity of innermost termination is proved for nice extensions as
follows:

1. given a base system R0 and an extension R1, a set SR0∪R1
of terms that

contains the right hand sides of the nice extension R0 ∪R1 is identified,

2. innermost termination of a nice extension is proved to be equivalent to
innermost termination over the set SR0∪R1

,

3. a nice extension is split into two TRSs belonging to an even smaller class
of modular combinations, called crosswise independent unions, and modu-
larity of innermost termination for crosswise independent unions is proved,

4. finally, a commutation result on two specialized relations obtained from
SR0∪R1

and the modularity of innermost termination for crosswise in-
dependent unions are used to prove innermost termination over the set
SR0∪R1

.

For our proof of modularity of basic narrowing termination, we consider
generalized relaxed proper extensions and generalized relaxed nice extensions
(GRNE), two less restrictive versions of generalized proper extensions and gen-
eralized nice extensions (GNE), respectively. In Section 5.3, for proving the ter-
mination of basic narrowing in generalized relaxed proper extensions, a similar
decomposition scheme based on generalized relaxed nice extensions is applied.
Then, our proof of modularity of basic narrowing termination for generalized
relaxed nice extensions proceeds as follows:
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Figure 3: More modular combinations

1. given a base system R0 and an extension R1, a set Srs−rnfR0∪R1
of terms that

contains the right hand sides of the generalized relaxed nice extension
R0 ∪R1 is identified (Section 5.2),

2. the equivalence between basic narrowing termination for generalized re-
laxed nice extensions and basic narrowing termination over the set Srs−rnfR0∪R1

follows from Theorem 1 (Section 3),

3. a generalized relaxed nice extension is split into two crosswise independent
systems (Section 5.2) and modularity of basic narrowing termination for
crosswise independent unions is proved (Section 5.1),

4. finally, the commutation result for basic narrowing of Proposition 3 (Sec-
tion 3) is applied to two specialized relations obtained from Srs−rnfR0∪R1

and
the modularity of basic narrowing termination for crosswise independent
unions is used to prove basic narrowing termination over the set Srs−rnfR0∪R1

(Section 5.2).

Figure 3 shows the different modular combinations studied in this section.
Let us first introduce the auxiliary notion of functional dependency. The

function f depends on g, in symbols f D g, if the evaluation of f involves a call
to g after one or more rewrite steps.

Definition 7 (Dependency relation DR) [36] For a TRS (D]C, R) the de-
pendency relation DR is the smallest preorder satisfying the condition f DR g
whenever there is a rewrite rule f(s1, . . . , sn) → r ∈ R and g(t1, . . . , tn) is a
subterm of r, with g ∈ D.

We often omit R when it is clear from the context. We say that a symbol f ∈ D
depends on a symbol g ∈ D if f D g.

Definition 8 (Split) [36] Let (D ] C, R) be a GHC of a base system R0 =
(D0 ]Dsh ] C0, R0) with an extension R1 = (D1 ]Dsh ] C1, R1). The set D1 of
defined symbols of R1 is split into two sets D0

1 and D1
1 where
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• D0
1 = {f ∈ D1 | ∃g ∈ D0, f DR g}

• D1
1 = D1 \ D0

1.

That is, D0
1 contains all the functions from D1 which depend on functions from

R0, and D1
1 contains those which do not. We also split R1 into two subsystems

R0
1 and R1

1:

• R0
1 = {l→ r ∈ R1 | root(l) ∈ D0

1}

• R1
1 = {l→ r ∈ R1 | root(l) ∈ D1

1}.

We are now ready to introduce the class of generalized proper extensions.

Definition 9 (Generalized Proper Extension(GPE)) [36] Let R = R0 ∪
R1 be a GHC of a base system (D0 ] Dsh ] C0, R0) and the extension (D1 ]
Dsh ] C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as in Definition 8. R1 is a

generalized proper extension (GPE) of R0 iff Rsh ⊂ R1
1 and every rewrite rule

l → r ∈ R0
1 satisfies that, for every subterm t of r such that root(t) ∈ D0

1 and
root(t) DR root(l), t contains no function symbol from D0 ∪ D0

1 strictly below
its root.

By abusing notation, we often say that R1 ∪R0 is a GPE to mean that it is
a GHC where R1 is a GPE of R0. This applies not only to GPEs but also to
the rest of restrictions of (generalized) hierarchical combinations defined from
now on. Figure 4 illustrates the notion of proper extension, i.e., a generalized
proper extension without a common subsystem. The following two examples
illustrate the notion of (generalized) proper extensions.

Example 4 Consider computing the factorial of a number in tail recursive
style.

R! =

{
fact(x) → factacc(x, 1)

factacc(0, x) → x
factacc(s(y), x) → factacc(y, x ∗ s(y))
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R∗ =

{
0 ∗ y → 0

s(x) ∗ y → (x ∗ y) + y

R! is a hierarchical extension of R∗, but it is not a GPE, because of the call to
∗, which is defined in the base R∗, in the right hand side of the 3rd rule. Below
a recursive call, nesting calls to the base system are forbidden by the proper
restriction.

On the other hand, a direct, non tail recursive definition of factorial is a GPE.

Example 5 Consider computing the factorial of a number.

R! =

{
fact(0) → 1

fact(s(x)) → s(x) ∗ fact(x)
R∗ =

{
0 ∗ y → 0

s(x) ∗ y → (x ∗ y) + y

R! is a hierarchical extension of R∗ and it is a GPE, since there are no nesting
calls to the base below a recursive call in a right hand side of the extension.

To understand why non–proper extensions can be troublesome for the mod-

ularity of (
b
;)-termination (and SIN), consider the following example.

Example 6 Consider the following TRSs, whose combination is hierarchical
but not proper since there is a call to b in the one rule of R1:

R1 : {f(a)→ f(b)} R0 : {b→ a}
There exists the following infinite basic narrowing derivation

f(a)
b
; f(b)

b
; f(a)

b
; · · ·

produced by the nesting of a redex w.r.t. R0 inside the recursive call to f in the
rhs of the rule of R1.

Let us now introduce the main idea behind our relaxed generalization of
GPEs by means of the following example.

Example 7 Consider the following TRS, an encoding of the exponentiation xy

with group axioms that are commonly used in the specification of many crypto-
graphic protocols [10, 11], where the constructor symbol g is used as a generator
for the exponentiation.

R1 : exp(exp(g, X), Y )→ exp(g, X*Y )

R0 : X*X−1 → 1 X*1→ X 1*X → X

Basic narrowing trivially terminates on each system separately, since every rhs
is unnarrowable. However, R1 is not a GPE of R0, and even so it is easy to
see that basic narrowing does terminate in the union R1 ∪ R0. The reason is
that the outer function symbol exp in the recursive invocation occurring in the
right–hand side of the rule of R1 is blocked forever, and therefore cannot cause
non-termination. Our notion of generalized relaxed proper extension captures
this idea.
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Figure 5: Relaxed proper extension

We recall the notion of root-stable rigid normal form introduced in [3], which
lifts to narrowing the standard concept of head normal form. By abusing ter-
minology, in contrast to the definition of [3], here we consider basic narrowing
derivations instead of narrowing derivations within the following definition.

Definition 10 (Root-Stable Rigid Normal Form) [3] A term s is a root-
stable rigid normal form (rs−rnf) w.r.t. R iff either s is a variable or there are

no substitutions θ and θ′ and terms s′ and s′′ s.t. sθ
>ε→∗R s′

b
;ε,R,θ′ s

′′.

Roughly speaking, a term t is a root-stable rigid normal form if and only
if it is a variable or if there is no possible instantiation of t which enables a
(basic) narrowing step at the root after giving arbitrary rewriting steps below
the root. The notion of root-stable rigid normal form is stronger than the notion
of rewriting head normal form, i.e., every root-stable rigid normal form is also
a head normal form, but the opposite is not true. Constructor terms as well as
ground normal forms are trivial cases of root-stable rigid normal forms.

We are ready now to formalize the notion of generalized relaxed proper
extensions.

Definition 11 (Generalized Relaxed Proper Extension(GRPE)) Let R =
(D ] C, R) be a GHC of a base system R0 = (D0 ] Dsh ] C0, R0) and the ex-
tension R1 = (D1 ] Dsh ] C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as in

Definition 8. R1 is a generalized relaxed proper extension (GRPE) of R0 iff
Rsh ⊂ R1

1 and every rule l→ r in R0
1 satisfies the following condition:

(H1) for each subterm t of r such that (a) root(t) ∈ D0
1, (b) t is not a rs−rnf,

and (c) root(t) DR root(l), t does not contain a function symbol from
D0 ∪ D0

1 strictly below its root.

Figure 5 illustrates the notion of relaxed proper extension rather than generalized
relaxed proper extension, i.e., a generalized relaxed proper extension without
a common subsystem. The reader can check that the TRS of Example 7 is a
GRPE.
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5.1 Crosswise Independent Unions

Crosswise independent unions (CIU) are a generalization of composable unions
in which the non-shared defined symbols of the other system are not allowed
in right–hand sides. As for composable unions, defined symbols in Dsh depend
only on functions in Dsh. We study them as an instrumental step for achieving
the proof of modularity of basic narrowing termination for nice extensions in
the next section.

Definition 12 (Crosswise Independent Union(CIU)) [36] Two TRS’s R0 =
(D0 ]Dsh ] C0, R0) and R1 = (D1 ]Dsh ] C1, R1) are crosswise independent if

(i) Rsh = R0 ∩R1 = {l→ r ∈ R0 ∪R1 | root(l) ∈ Dsh}

(ii) for all f ∈ Di ∪ Dsh and g ∈ D1−i, i ∈ {0, 1}, we have f 6DR0∪R1 g.

We say that R = R0 ∪ R1 is a crosswise independent union (CIU) iff R0 and
R1 are crosswise independent.

Figure 6 illustrates the notion of a crosswise independent union. Let us show

that (
b
;)-termination is modular for CIUs.

Theorem 4 Termination of basic narrowing is a modular property for cross-
wise independent unions.

Proof. Let R = R0 ∪ R1 be the union of two crosswise independent systems.
The scheme of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. Essentially, since
all the derivations starting from the rhs of a rule in R = R0 ∪ R1 use only
rules that belong either to R0 or R1, and are, hence, finite in both cases, by
Theorem 1 every basic narrowing derivation w.r.t. R is finite. �
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5.2 Nice Extensions

In this section we prove that (
b
;)-termination is modular for generalized relaxed

nice extensions, the relaxed variant of generalized nice extensions introduced by
Krishna Rao in [36].

Definition 13 (Generalized Nice Extension(GNE)) [36] Let R = (D ]
C, R) be a GHC of a base system R0 = (D0 ] Dsh ] C0, R0) and the extension
R1 = (D1]Dsh]C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as in Definition 8.

R1 is a generalized nice extension (GNE) of R0 iff Rsh ⊂ R1
1 and every rule

l → r ∈ R0
1 satisfies that for each subterm t of r and root(t) ∈ D0

1, t contains
no function symbol from D0 ∪ D0

1 strictly below its root.

Example 5 is a GRNE where R! is a hierarchical extension of R∗. Figure 7
illustrates a nice extension (i.e., a GNE with no shared subsystem).

Note that every GNE is also a GPE by construction. GNEs are a useful
restriction of GPEs, because it can be shown that every GPE can be modelled
as a pyramid of GNEs. The same applies to GRPEs and GRNEs. Therefore in
some cases we can lift results from GRNEs to GRPEs.

Definition 14 (Generalized Relaxed Nice Extension(GRNE)) Let R =
(D]C, R) be a GHC of a base system R0 = (D0]Dsh]C0, R0) and the extension
R1 = (D1]Dsh]C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as in Definition 8.

R1 is a generalized relaxed nice extension (GRNE) of R0 iff Rsh ⊂ R1
1 and

every rule l→ r ∈ R0
1 satisfies the following condition:

(N1) for each subterm t of r such that t is not a rs−rnf and root(t) ∈ D0
1, t

contains no function symbol from D0 ∪ D0
1 strictly below its root.

Example 7 shows two systems R1 and R0 where R1 is a GRNE of R0 but not
a GNE nor a GPE.

In a hierarchical combination R0 ∪ R1 of a base system R0 and a GRNE
R1, it is not allowed in the right–hand sides of the extension R1 to nest calls
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to functions which depend on the base system R0, unless the subterm in the
right–hand side of R1 under consideration is a root-stable rigid normal form.
This contrasts with the less restricted right–hand sides of proper extensions,
where one is allowed to nest function calls that are non rigid and dependent on
R0 as long as they are not mutually recursive.

Following Rao’s proof scheme, we prove the result that basic narrowing
derivations starting from a special set Srs−rnfR0∪R1

of terms are finite. Let us recall
the standard notion of context here. A context is a term C with zero or more
‘holes’, i.e., the fresh constant symbol 2. If C is a context with k holes and t
a list of k terms, C[t] denotes the result of replacing the k holes in C by the
terms in t.

Definition 15 (Srs−rnfR0∪R1
terms) Let R = (D ] C, R) be a GRNE of a base

system R0 = (D0 ] Dsh ] C0, R0) and the extension R1 = (D1 ] Dsh ] C1, R1).
Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as in Definition 8. We define Srs−rnfR0∪R1

as
the set of all terms of the form C[s1, . . . , sn], where C is a context in (D ∪ C)
and the following conditions hold:

1. every subterm s of C with root(s) ∈ D0
1 is a rs−rnf in R.

2. for all i, root(si) ∈ D0
1.

3. for all i, si is not a rs−rnf in R.

4. si contains no function symbol from D0 ∪ D0
1 strictly below its root.

The reader can check that the right–hand sides of the rules in a GRNE
belong to the corresponding set of Srs−rnfR0∪R1

.

By definition, Srs−rnfR0∪R1
terms have the property that no R0

1 reduction step is
possible within the context C. Also, when we consider the skeleton–environment

formulation of basic narrowing, the set Srs−rnfR0∪R1
is skeleton-closed under

b
;R0∪R1

if R = R0 ∪R1 is a GRNE. Formally,

Lemma 3 If t ∈ Srs−rnfR0∪R1
and either 〈t, θ〉 b

;R1,σ
〈t′, θσ〉 or 〈t, θ〉 b

;R0,σ
〈t′, θσ〉,

then t′ ∈ Srs−rnfR0∪R1
.

Proof. First we consider the closedness of R1. Let t = C[s1, . . . , sn], and let
l → r ∈ R1 be the rule applied in the basic narrowing step. We consider two
cases depending on whether root(l) is in D0

1 or not.

(a) root(l) 6∈ D0
1. That is, root(l) ∈ (D1

1 ∪ Dsh). There are two subcases:

1. The step took place in C. By definition, no D0
1 symbol occurs in

r, hence t′ has the form C ′[t1, . . . , tm], where each ti is a subterm
of some sj , root(ti) ∈ D0

1, and no reduction is possible in R0
1 at a

position within the context C ′. Since it is always possible to cast t′

in this form, the lemma holds.
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2. The step took place in a proper subterm of some si. By definition
root(r) ∈ D1

1 and t′ has the form C[s1, . . . , s
′
j , . . . , sn], where s′j =

sj [r] for some position p > ε. Since no D0
1 symbol occurs in r, s′j

satisfies all the conditions of Definition 15 and t′ ∈ Srs−rnfR0∪R1
.

(b) root(l) ∈ D0
1. Therefore, the reduction happened at the root of some si,

since

– any ocurrence of a D0
1 symbol in C is a rs−rnf and hence by definition

not narrowable.

– si itself is not a rs−rnf and hence there exists some instance siθ which
is eventually narrowable.

– there are no D0
1 function symbols below the root of si, hence the

reduction cannot take place in a proper subterm of si.

Let r = C ′[u1, . . . , um]; note it is by definition a term in Srs−rnfR0∪R1
. Then, t′

has the form C[s1, . . . , si−1, r, si+1, . . . , sn], and can be written as C ′′[s1, . . . , si−1,
u1, . . . , um, si+1, . . . , sn], where C ′′ is the context resulting of appropri-
ately joining C and C ′ so that any subterm r of C ′′ with root(r) ∈ D0

1 is
a rs−rnf. This means that t′ satisfies all the conditions of Definition 15,
and the lemma holds.

Now let us consider the closedness of R0. Let t = C[s1, . . . , sn], and l→ r ∈
R0 be the rule applied in the basic narrowing step. The reduction takes place
in C, and since no symbol in D1 occurs in r, we can write t′ as C ′[t1, . . . , tm]
where

• C ′ is the context resulting of replacing a subterm in C with r. By con-
struction, every subterm s in C ′ with root(s) ∈ D0

1 was also in C (since r
couldn’t introduce it) and therefore it is by assumption a rs−rnf.

• each ti is a subterm of some sj with the following properties

– root(ti) ∈ D0
1

– ti is not a rs−rnf

• since ti is a subterm of si, the following holds: ti contains no function
symbol in D0 ∪ D0

1 strictly below its root

This concludes the proof. �

Having defined and proved some properties about the set Srs−rnfR0∪R1
, we are

now ready to consider (
b
;)-termination. Concretely, we show that the union of

two systems which are (
b
;)-terminating over Srs−rnfR0∪R1

is itself (
b
;)-terminating.

We prove the result by using Proposition 3 given in Section 3 and some general
results on quasi–commutation of abstract relations, which we introduce in the
following.
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Definition 16 (Abstract Reduction System) [8] An abstract reduction sys-
tem (ARS) is a structure A = (A, {→α| α ∈ I}) consisting of a set A and a set
of binary relations →α on A, indexed by a set I. We write (A,→1,→2) instead
of (A, {→α| α ∈ {1, 2}}).

Definition 17 (Quasi-commutation) [8] Let→0 and→1 be two relations on
a set S. The relation→1 quasi-commutes over→0 if, for all s, u, t ∈ S s.t. s→0

u→1 t, there exists v ∈ S s.t. s→1 v →∗01 t, where→∗01 is the transitive-reflexive
closure of →0 ∪ →1.

Theorem 5 [8] If the relations →0 and →1 in the ARS(S, →0, →1) are ter-
minating and →1 quasi-commutes over →0, then the relation →0 ∪ →1 is ter-
minating too.

We now define an ARS with skeleton–environment tuples as elements, where
the skeletons come from the set Srs−rnfR0∪R1

of terms, and the relationships→0 and
→1 of the ARS are restrictions of basic narrowing.

Definition 18 Let R = R0 ∪ R1 be a hierarchical combination where R1 is a
GRNE of R0. Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as in Definition 8. We define

the ARS A(R0,R1) = (Srs−rnfR0∪R1
× Subst ,→0,→1), where the relations →0 and

→1 are defined as follows. Let s = C[s0, . . . , sn] be a term in Srs−rnfR0∪R1
. Then

1. 〈C[s0, . . . , sn], σ〉 →0 〈C ′[u0, . . . , uk], θσ〉 if 〈C[s0, . . . , sn], σ〉 b
;R0∪R1

1,θ

〈C ′[u0, . . . , uk], σθ〉 is a basic narrowing step given within the context C.

2. 〈C[s0, . . . , sn], σ〉 →1 〈C[s0, . . . , si−1, s
′
i, si+1, . . . , sn], θσ〉 if 〈C[s0, . . . , sn], σ〉

b
;R1,θ

〈C[s0, . . . , si−1, s
′
i, si+1, . . . , sn], θσ〉 is a basic narrowing step given

at a subterm si, with i ∈ [0, . . . , n].

The relation →1 ∪ →0 is exactly the basic narrowing relation over Srs−rnfR0∪R1
.

In the following we establish that both →0 and →1 are terminating relations.

Lemma 4 Given the ARS A(R0,R1) of Definition 18, the relations →0 and

→1 are terminating if R0 and R1 are (
b
;)-terminating.

Proof. The relation →1 is a subrelation of
b
;R1 , and hence terminating.

On the other hand, R0 and R1
1 are crosswise independent: condition (i)

in Definition 12 is satisfied by construction, and condition (ii) is satisfied since
R1

1 \Rsh does not depend on R0 by definition, and neither does Rsh (as Rsh ⊂
R1

1 by Definition 14). Hence, their union is terminating by Theorem 4.
It should be obvious from the definition of A that→0 can be seen as a restric-

tion of the system R0 ∪ R1
1 to the terms in Srs−rnfR0∪R1

, and therefore termination
of →0 follows. �

We are now in a position to prove the quasi-commutation of the relation→1

over the relation →0 in the ARS A(R0,R1). The proof of this result relies on
Proposition 3.
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Theorem 6 Given the ARS A(R0,R1) of Definition 18, the relation→1 quasi-
commutes over the relation →0.

Proof. We have to show that

∀s, u, t ∈ Srs−rnfR0∪R1
s.t. s

p→0 u
q→1 t, ∃v ∈ Srs−rnfR0∪R1

, p′ ∈ PosΣ(s) s.t. s
p′→1 v →∗01 t

(4)
where, by abusing notation, p, q and p′ refer to positions that are in the skeleton
part of the tuples denoted by s, u, t and v.

As→0⊆→01 and→1⊆→01, we can equivalently see these as→01 derivations.
And now, since →01 is a basic narrowing relation, we can use Proposition 3 to
prove the result. We only need to show that q admits an antecedent in s. It
is easy to see that this is satisfied, because →0 cannot create new →1 redexes,
which means that redex u|q was already there in s|q. On the other hand, since no
redex can be propagated by basic narrowing, p and q must be disjoint. Applying
Proposition 3, we have:

∀s, u, t ∈ Srs−rnfR0∪R1
s.t. s

p→01 u
q→01 t, ∃v ∈ Srs−rnfR0∪R1

s.t. s
q→01 v

p→01 t (5)

from which we observe that (1) p′ = q, (2) t is reached in a single→01 step, and
(3) the step s→01 v is indeed given in→1, which suffices to prove the result. �

We only need to combine Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 to obtain the desired
result on basic narrowing termination of Srs−rnfR0∪R1

terms.

Corollary 2 Let R1 and R0 be two (
b
;)-terminating systems where R1 is a

GRNE over R0. Let Srs−rnfR0∪R1
be a set of terms constructed following definition

15. Then every basic narrowing derivation in R0 ∪ R1 starting from a term of
Srs−rnfR0∪R1

terminates.

And now by Theorem 1, we can derive the modularity of (
b
;)-termination

in generalized relaxed nice extensions.

Corollary 3 Termination of basic narrowing is a modular property for gener-
alized relaxed nice extensions.

5.3 Proper Extensions

We now study the connection between GRNEs and GRPEs. In the following, we
show that it is possible to model any finite GRPE as a finite pyramid of one or
more GRNEs. Essentially, the idea is similar to the modular decomposition of a
TRS given in [43]. A given GRPE is reduced to the canonical modular form, a
modular partition such that each of the individual modules cannot be split up.
In order to achieve this we employ the graph induced by the dependency relation
D on defined function symbols, and the rules corresponding to the symbols of
every strongly connected component become a module (i.e., a GRNE).

In order to prove the main result of this section, we first need two auxiliary
definitions and one proposition.
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Definition 19 (Equivalence relation ≈ and partial order A) [36] Let (D]
C, R) be a generalized hierarchical combination of a base system (D0 ] Dsh ]
C0, R0) and the extension (D1 ] Dsh ] C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and
R1

1 as in Definition 8. We define an equivalence relation ≈R from the depen-
dency relation DR , where the equivalence class containing f is denoted by [f ]R ,
and a partial ordering AR on the set of equivalence classes:

• f ≈R g iff f DR g and g DR f , where f, g ∈ D0
1.

• [f ]R AR [g]R iff f DR g and g 6DR f .

Since the signature of any TRS is a countable set, the equivalence relation
≈ partitions D0

1 into a countable set E of equivalence classes. Provided that the
ordering A is noetherian, it can be extended to a well-ordering of type λ, where
λ is a countable ordinal.

Definition 20 [36] Let (D]C, R) be a GHC of a base system (D0]Dsh]C0, R0)
and the extension (D1]Dsh]C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as in

Definition 8. For any ordinal α we denote the α-th element in the above well-
ordering by Eα (if α > λ then Eα = ∅), and the rules defining its elements as
REα = {l→ r ∈ R1 | root(l) ∈ Eα}. We define the TRS Xα = Rsh∪R1

1∪REα
and the combined system Sα = R0 ∪ (

⋃
β<αXβ). S0 is R0 and Sk for k > λ is

R0 ∪R1.

The following result establishes the precise relation between GRPEs and
GRNEs.

Proposition 5 Let (D]C, R) be a GRPE of a base system (D0 ]Dsh ]C0, R0)
and the extension (D1 ] Dsh ] C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as

in Definition 8. If the relation AR is noetherian, then Xα is a GRNE of Sα for
every ordinal α, where Sα and Xα are defined as in Definition 20.

Proof. As R1 is a GRPE of R0, we know the shared system Rsh is a subset of
R1

1 and hence by construction the first condition in Definition 14 is satisfied for
any α. We have to show that (N1) holds in Xα. That is, for every l→ r ∈ Xα, if
s is a subterm of r s.t. root(s) ∈ Eα and there is a subterm u of s that contains
a defined symbol depending on Def(Sα)−Def(Xα), then s must be a rs−rnf.
Since root(s) ∈ Eα, it follows that root(l) ∈ Eα and, by definition, root(l) ∈ D0

1

and root(s) ≈ root(l). Therefore root(s) D root(l). Now, since R1 is a GRPE
and root(s) ∈ D0

1, the following holds by (H1): if s contains a defined symbol
depending on D0, then s is a rs−rnf. Finally, since Def(Sα) − Def(Xα) ⊂
D0 ∪ D0

1, Xα is a GRNE of Sα. �

Now, we are ready to establish how GRNEs relate to GRPEs.

Theorem 7 Let R1 be a finite TRS s.t. it is a GRPE of R0. R1 can be seen
as a finite pyramid of GRNEs.
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Proof. By Proposition 5, assuming that the relation AR0∪R1 is noetherian. �

Finally, we are able to prove the main result of the paper regarding basic
narrowing termination, which follows directly from Corollary 3 and Theorem 7.

Corollary 4 Termination of basic narrowing is a modular property for finite
generalized relaxed proper extensions.

6 Combining Theories for E-unification

Unification of terms with respect to an equational theory E is the following
problem [34, 40]:

Given a set of equations Γ = {s1 = t1, . . . , sn = tn}E , find all
substitutions σ (called solutions) such that all equations are solved
with respect to E, i.e., E implies siσ = tiσ for all i.

Usually, one is only interested in finding a representation of all solutions. One
important case of E-unification problem is when the equational theory E can be
represented by a canonical set of rewrite rules, where basic narrowing is complete
as an equational unification procedure [24]: informally, for every (normalized)
solution σ, a more general substitution is computed by narrowing.

Modularity of unification is a central problem in automated deduction in
equational theories that are presented by a finite TRS. In particular, it is known
that any disjoint combination of theories where basic narrowing terminates is
of unification–type finitary [39], which means that equational unification is de-
cidable in the combined theory (provided this theory additionally satisfies the
conditions for the completeness of basic narrowing as a unification procedure).

For the best of our knowledge, modularity of unification in hierarchical com-
binations of theories has not been previously studied in the related literature.
Without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the union of two equational
theories. The results for the union of several theories can be derived in the
obvious way.

The original completeness result proved by Hullot for canonical TRSs was
later generalized in [44] by Yamamoto to weakly innermost normalizing5, weakly
canonical6 TRSs. Yamamoto also conjectured that weak canonicity would suf-
fice for completeness, but it was refuted by a counterexample in Middeldorp
and Hamoen [29].

We summarize the existing completeness results for basic narrowing below.
But first let us recall the notions of critical pair and orthogonal system. Two
(possibly renamed) rules l → r and l′ → r′ overlap if there is p ∈ PosΣ(l) and
substitution σ such that l|pσ = l′σ. The pair 〈lσ[r′σ]p, rσ〉 is called a critical

5A TRS is called weakly innermost normalizing if every term has a normal form which can
be reached by means of an innermost reduction sequence.

6Weakly canonical TRSs are confluent & weakly normalizing TRSs. A TRS is called
weakly normalizing if every term has a normal form. Weakly canonicity is referred to as
semicompleteness in other works, e.g. [32].
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pair. A left-linear TRS without critical pairs is called orthogonal. Orthogonality
implies confluence [41].

Proposition 6 (Hullot [24]) Basic narrowing is a complete E-unification al-
gorithm for canonical TRSs.

Proposition 7 (Yamamoto [44]) Basic narrowing is a complete E-unification
algorithm for weakly canonical, weakly innermost normalizing TRSs.

Proposition 8 (Middeldorp Hamoen [29]) Basic narrowing is a complete
E-unification algorithm for weakly normalizing, orthogonal TRSs.

Proposition 9 (Middeldorp Hamoen [29]) Basic narrowing is a complete
E-unification algorithm for weakly canonical, right–linear TRSs.

Note that Proposition 7 is strictly more general than Proposition 6, since
canonicity implies weak canonicity and the property of weak innermost normal-
ization.

Weak normalization (WN) is therefore an important property for complete-

ness. As termination of basic narrowing (SN
b
;) implies strong innermost nor-

malization (SIN) and strong innermost normalization implies weak normaliza-
tion, we have that termination of basic narrowing implies weak normalization:

SN
b
; ⇒ SIN ⇒WN

Lemma 5 If basic narrowing terminates in R, then R is weakly normalizing.

We focus now on termination of the E-unification process via basic nar-
rowing, and its completeness. We say that a narrowing calculus is an effective
E-unification algorithm for R if it provides all the solutions in R for a given
E-unification problem or fails when there are no solutions, in a finite amount
of time. The following corollary characterizes the conditions under which basic
narrowing constitutes an effective E-unification algorithm.

Corollary 5 Basic narrowing is an effective E-unification algorithm for (
b
;)-

terminating confluent TRSs.

Proof. Completeness follows now from Lemma 5, Proposition 7 and Proposi-
tion 2. �

It can be seen that this corollary subsumes all the completeness criteria

enumerated above as a consequence of the assumption of (
b
;)-termination: with

respect to Proposition 6, termination is dropped; regarding Proposition 7, WN
and WIN are dropped; since orthogonality implies confluence, Proposition 8 is
also subsumed; and right–linearity as well as WN from Proposition 9 can also

be dropped when (
b
;)-termination holds.

We are now ready to discuss the modularity of decidability of E-unification
via basic narrowing; or more precisely, the preservation of the effectiveness of
basic narrowing as a E-unification algorithm in modular combinations of TRSs.
Let us start with the case of composable systems.
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Theorem 8 (Modular Unification in Composable Unions) Decidability of
E-unification via basic narrowing is a modular property for the union of com-

posable (
b
;)-terminating, confluent systems.

Proof. We have shown modularity of basic narrowing termination for com-
posable unions in Theorem 3. As for completeness, confluence is shown to be
modular for weakly normalizing composable unions in [32, Theorem 5.2], and

weak normalization is implied by (
b
;)-termination using Lemma 5. The result

follows from Corollary 5. �

Note that the previous result implies also the modularity of E-unification

decidability in the unions of disjoint and constructor-sharing (
b
;)-terminating

confluent systems.
None of the classes of hierarchical combinations considered previously in

this article enjoy modularity E-unification decidability without additional con-
ditions. The following example shows that modularity of equational unification
cannot be directly extended to proper extensions.

Example 8 [33, Example 8.1.3] Consider the linear, canonical, Cε-terminating
systems R0 and R1.

R0 : a → b R1 : f(a) → c

R1 is a proper extension of R0 but the combined system is not even locally
confluent. We have:

c← f(a)→ f(b)

that is, the term f(a) has two different normal forms.

Under the additional restriction that the union is an overlay TRS, we prove
next that decidability of equational unification is modular for GRPEs. Let us re-
call the standard notion of overlay system. A critical pair
〈lσ[r′σ]p, rσ〉 is called an overlay if p = ε. Given a TRS R, a critical pair
〈lσ[r′σ]p, rσ〉 is called joinable if there is a term u such that lσ[r′σ]p →∗R u and
rσ →∗R u. A TRS whose critical pairs are overlays is called an overlay TRS.
The proof reuses a number of standard results from the literature, which we
include here for self-containment.

Lemma 6 (Huet’s Critical Pairs Lemma [23]) A term rewriting system is
locally confluent iff all its critical pairs are joinable.

Lemma 7 (Newman’s Lemma [31]) A terminating TRS is confluent if and
only if it is locally confluent.

Lemma 8 ([20, Theorem 3.23]) Every locally confluent overlay system is ter-
minating if and only if it is innermost terminating (SIN).

Before formulating and proving the result for GRPEs, let us introduce an
auxiliary lemma.
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Lemma 9 Local confluence is a modular property of hierarchical combinations
of two systems where one is a generalized relaxed proper extension of the other
and the union is an overlay system.

Proof. This result is stated in [36, Lemma 30] for GNEs, and it can be
generalized with little effort to GRPEs. A complete proof follows.

By the Critical Pairs Lemma, to show local confluence one needs to show
joinability of every critical pair. Since every individual system is locally conflu-
ent, we only need to consider critical pairs resulting from the overlapping of a
symbol from the extension system with a symbol from the base. As the union
is an overlay system, overlapping is only possible at the topmost position, and
moreover, only in rules from Rsh (since D0 ∩ D1 = ∅). Hence, since these rules
are included in both systems, the critical pairs induced are, by assumption,
joinable, and by the Critical Pairs Lemma the union system is locally confluent.
�

Now we are ready to prove that decidability of E-unification via basic nar-
rowing is modular for GRPEs (and GPEs) if the union is an overlay system.

Theorem 9 (Modular Unification in Relaxed Proper Extensions)
Decidability of E-unification via basic narrowing is a modular property for the

union of two finite (
b
;)-terminating, confluent systems where one is a general-

ized relaxed proper extension of the other and the union is an overlay system.

Proof. Local confluence in the union system follows from Lemma 9. Termi-
nation of basic narrowing in the union system follows from Corollary 4. This
implies that the union system is SIN by Proposition 2, and SIN in a locally
confluent overlay system implies termination by Lemma 8. Thus, confluence
follows from Newman’s Lemma. Finally, completeness follows from Corollary 5.
�

Looking at Example 8 now, it can be seen that the union of R0 and R1 fails
to be an overlay system and therefore the union is not confluent and hence not
suitable for E-unification by using basic narrowing.

Though the decidability of equational unification is modular for proper ex-
tensions only under the additional condition of overlay system, the following
subclass of proper extensions enjoys modularity in every case, with no addi-
tional restrictions.

Definition 21 (Generalized Restricted Proper Extension(GrtPE)) [36]
Let R = R0 ∪ R1 be a GHC of a base system R0 = (D0 ] Dsh ] C0, R0) and
the extension R1 = (D1 ]Dsh ] C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and R1
1 as

in Definition 8. R1 is a generalized restricted proper extension (GrtPE) of R0

if it is a generalized proper extension and additionally, no left-hand side of R1

contains a function symbol from D0 ∪ D0
1 strictly below its root.

Figure 8 shows how this new combination is related to previous combina-
tions. Now, we can see that Example 8 is not a GrtPE because the extension
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Figure 8: Modular combinations for E-unification

R1 contains a defined symbol from the base system R0 in one left-hand side.
On the other hand, in Example 5, R! is a GrtPE of R∗.

The next theorem provides the conditions states that decidability of equa-
tional unification is modular for GrtPEs by essentially assembling together dif-
ferent results dispersed across the literature.

Theorem 10 (Modular Unification in Restricted Proper Extensions)
Decidability of E-unification via basic narrowing is a modular property for the

union of two finite (
b
;)-terminating confluent systems where one is a generalized

restricted proper extension of the other.

Proof. Basic narrowing termination is modular for finite GrtPEs since it is
modular for finite GRPEs by Corollary 4. Confluence is shown to be modular
for weakly normalizing GrtPEs in [37, Theorem 10]. Weak normalization is

implied by (
b
;)-termination using Lemma 5. Finally, completeness follows from

Corollary 5. �

For the modularity of completeness we also consider a restricted version of
relaxed proper extensions called restricted relaxed proper extensions. Gener-
alized restricted relaxed proper extensions are essentially generalized relaxed
proper extensions with the extra condition on the left hand sides introduced in
Definition 21. In the following we prove that decidability of E-unification is also
fully modular for this class of combinations.

Definition 22 (Generalized Restricted Relaxed Proper Extension)
Let R = (D ] C, R) be a GHC of a base system R0 = (D0 ] Dsh ] C0, R0)
and the extension R1 = (D1 ] Dsh ] C1, R1). Define the sets D0

1, D1
1, R0

1 and
R1

1 as in Definition 8. R1 is a generalized restricted relaxed proper extension
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(GrtRPE) of R0 iff it is a generalized relaxed proper extension and additionally,
no left-hand side of R1 contains a funtion symbol from D0 ∪ D0

1 strictly below
its root.

Figure 8 shows how this new combination is related to previous combina-
tions. The following result states the modularity of E-unification decidability
in this class of combinations and strictly subsumes Theorem 10.

Theorem 11 (Modular Unification in Restricted Relaxed Proper E.)
Decidability of E-unification via basic narrowing is a modular property for the

union of two finite (
b
;)-terminating confluent systems where one is a generalized

relaxed restricted proper extension of the other.

Proof. Let R1 and R0 be two finite (
b
;)-terminating confluent TRSs such that

R1 is a GrtRPE of R0. We define R1b as the system that results of replacing7

with a fresh symbol the root symbol in every rs−rnf in a right hand side of
R1. R1b is by construction a GrtPE of R0, and hence by Theorem 10 basic
narrowing provides an effective E-unification algorithm for the union system
Rb = R1b ∪R0. That is, basic narrowing is complete and terminating in Rb.

In order to show that basic narrowing is complete and terminating in the
union R = R1 ∪ R0 too, we proceed by contradiction. Suppose that it is
complete and terminating for Rb but not for R. Then either:

• R is not (
b
;)-terminating,

• R is not complete.

But neither case is possible, since by definition of rs−rnf, Rb and R have
the same derivations, i.e., one can establish a bisimulation between Rb and R.
Hence basic narrowing is also an effective E-unification algorithm for the union
R, which concludes the proof. �

In this section we have presented a number of modularity results for the
decidability of E-unification via basic narrowing. Table 6 summarizes all these

results. Note that (
b
;)-termination is an implicit condition in all cases in the

table.

7 Conclusions

The completeness and termination properties of basic narrowing have previ-
ously been studied in landmark work [24, 38, 29]. In this article, we contribute
to the analysis of basic narrowing termination by proving modular termination
in several hierarchical combinations of TRSs, including a novel class of hierar-
chical combinations called generalized relaxed proper extensions. We also study

7For instance, for the TRS of Example 7 we have: R1 : exp(exp(g, X), Y ) → exp(g, X*Y )
R1b : exp(exp(g, X), Y ) → Qexp(g, X*Y ), where Qexp is a fresh symbol.
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TRS Disjoint Shared C. Composable GrtPE GrtRPE GPE GRPE

Confl Th. 8 Th. 8 Th. 8 Th. 10 Th. 11 No(Ex. 8) No (Ex. 8)

Confl + Ov Th. 8 Th. 8 Th. 8 Th. 10 Th. 11 Th. 9 Th. 9
Legend

Confl Confluent
Ov The combination is an overlay system

Table 1: Modularity of Decidability of E-unification via basic narrowing

the hierarchical combination of theories where basic narrowing terminates and
is complete as an equational unification procedure, and we ascertain the con-
ditions for the decidability of E-unification in the combined theory E. This
is interesting because powerful functional languages featuring narrowing and
equational unification, such as Maude (e.g., see [9]), include effective unification
algorithms based on the basic narrowing strategy. Furthermore, in the con-
text of cryptographic protocol verification, equational unification (e.g. via basic
narrowing) is the basis for effective security and safety analyses (see [15, 16]).
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